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Princeton, 20 March 1956 

Dear Mr. von Neumann: 

…

One can obviously easily construct a Turing machine, which for every 

formula F in first order predicate logic and every natural number n, 

allows one to decide if there is a proof of F of length n (length = 

number of symbols). Let ψ(F,n) be the number of steps the machine 

requires for this and let ϕ(n) = maxF ψ(F, n). The question is how fast 

ϕ(n) grows for an optimal machine. One can show that ϕ(n) ≥ k ⋅ n. If 

there really were a machine with ϕ(n) ∼ k ⋅ n (or even ∼ k ⋅ n2), this 

would have consequences of the greatest importance. Namely, it 

would obviously mean that inspite of the undecidability of the 

Entscheidungsproblem, the mental work of a mathematician 

concerning Yes-or-No questions could be completely replaced by a 

machine. After all, one would simply have to choose the natural 

number n so large that when the machine does not deliver a result, it 

makes no sense to think more about the problem. 

Gödel’s 1956 Letter (Translated)
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Now it seems to me, however, to be completely within the realm of possibility 

that ϕ(n) grows that slowly. Since it seems that ϕ(n) ≥ k ⋅ n is the only 

estimation which one can obtain by a generalization of the proof of the 

undecidability of the Entscheidungsproblem and after all ϕ(n) ∼ k ⋅ n (or ∼ k ⋅
n2) only means that the number of steps as opposed to trial and error can be 

reduced from N to log N (or (log N)2). However, such strong reductions appear 

in other finite problems, for example in the computation of the quadratic 

residue symbol using repeated application of the law of reciprocity. It would be 

interesting to know, for instance, the situation concerning the determination of 

primality of a number and how strongly in general the number of steps in 

finite combinatorial problems can be reduced with respect to simple 

exhaustive search. 

…

I would be very happy to hear something from you personally. Please let me 

know if there is something that I can do for you. With my best greetings and 

wishes, as well to your wife, 

Sincerely yours, 

Kurt Gödel 

P.S. I heartily congratulate you on the award that the American government has 

given to you.

P = NP?

Presidential Medal of Freedom

John von Neumann

1903 – February 1957 (11 months later)

LIFE Magazine, 25 February 1957



John von Neumann

1903 – February 1957 (11 months later)

1953- Atomic Energy Commission

Sputnik (1957, 

but US aware of 

Soviet missile 

program by 

1955)

One day your car may speed 

along an electric super-highway, 

its speed an steering 

automatically controlled by 

electronic devices embedded in 

the road.  Travel will be more 

enjoyable.  Highways will be 

made safe – by electricity!

Your air conditioner, television 

and other appliances are just 

the beginning of a new electric 

age.  Your food will cook in 

seconds instead of hours.  

Electricity will close your 

windows at the first drop of 

rain.  Lamps will cut on and off 

automatically to fit the lighting 

needs in your rooms.  Television 

“screens” will hang on the walls.  

An electric heat pump will use 

outside air to cool your house in 

summer, heat it in winter.

2015: 1/3 of military 

vehicles should be 

autonomous

2004 DARPA Grand Challenge

Best made it 7.4 miles on a 150 mile course

2007 DARPA Urban Challenge

Tartan Racing (CMU) 

finishes 55-mile course 

in ~4 hours (14 mph) 5 

other teams finish 

course

Team Jefferson 

(“Tommy Jr.”)

(qualified, but didn’t 

finish)

Excursion or Digression?

What does this have to do with NP-Hard problems?

NP-Hard problems you need to “solve” to make 

autonomous vehicle:

1. Path-planning (find the best route from A to B in 

a graph)

2. Object-recognition (given an image, identify the 

object model that best matches the image)

3. Figuring out how to spend $2M prize (KNAPSACK)



Problem Set 7Problem Set 7

•• If you aren’t sure if your If you aren’t sure if your 
idea for PS7 is good, you idea for PS7 is good, you 
can (and should) can (and should) ask meask me

–– EmailEmail

–– Office hours Thursday Office hours Thursday 
(8:45(8:45--10am, after class)10am, after class)

•• If you are really stuck:If you are really stuck:

Prove Mahjongg Solitaire is Prove Mahjongg Solitaire is 
NPNP--CompleteComplete

This generation of students This generation of students 

got into [elite schools] by got into [elite schools] by 

doing exactly and precisely doing exactly and precisely 

what teacher wants. If a what teacher wants. If a 

teacher is vague about what is teacher is vague about what is 

wanted, they work a lot wanted, they work a lot 

harder to figure out what they harder to figure out what they 

want and whether or not it is want and whether or not it is 

good. The vaguer the good. The vaguer the 

directions, the more likely the directions, the more likely the 

opportunity for serendipity to opportunity for serendipity to 

happen. It drives them nuts!happen. It drives them nuts!

Harvard Professor John Harvard Professor John StilgoeStilgoe

Genome 

Assembly

DNA

Sequence of nucleotides: 

adenine (A), guanine 

(G), cytosine (C), and 

thymine (T)

Two strands: 

A must attach to T and 

G must attach to C.

A

G

T

CC

Central Dogma of Biology

DNA

Transcription

RNA

Translation

Protein

Image from http://www.umich.edu/~protein/

RNA makes 

copies of DNA 

segments

RNA describes 

sequences of 

amino acids

Chains of amino 

acids make 

proteins

Proteins 

make us

Human Genome

• 3 Billion Base Pairs

– Each nucleotide is 2 bits (4 possibilities)

– 3 B pairs * 1 byte/4 pairs = 750 MB

• Every sequence of 3 base pairs one of 20 amino 

acids (or stop codon)

– 21 possible codons, but 43 = 64 possible 

– So, really only 750MB * (21/64) ~ 250 MB

• Much of it (> 95%) is may be junk (doesn’t 

encode proteins, but some might be important)

1 CD ~ 650 MB

Human Genome Race

UVa CLAS 1970

Yale PhD

Tenured Professor 

at U. Michigan

Francis Collins

(Director of public 

National Center 

for Human 

Genome 

Research)

(Picture from UVa

Graduation 2001)

Craig Venter

(President of 

Celera Genomics)

vs.

San Mateo College

Court-martialed

Denied tenure at  SUNY 

Buffalo



Reading the Genome

Whitehead Institute, MIT

(circa 2002)
Gene Reading Machines

Each read: about 700 base pairs but don’t know 

where they are on the chromosome

AGGCATACCAGAATACCCGTGATCCAGAATAAGC
Actual

Genome

ACCAGAATACCRead 1

TCCAGAATAARead 2

TACCCGTGATCCARead 3

PS6, Problem 5

In order to assemble a genome, it is necessary to 

combine snippets from many reads into a single 

sequence.  The input is a set of n genome 

snippets, each of which is a string of up to k

symbols.  The output is the smallest single string 

that contains all of the input snippets as 

substrings.

Genome Assembly Problem

Input: Genome fragments (but without 

knowing where they are from)

Output: The full genome: shortest string that 

contains all fragments

ACCAGAATACCRead 1

TCCAGAATAARead 2

TACCCGTGATCCARead 3

No guarantee this is the “real” genome...just the most likely one given the reads.

Corresponding Language

If we had a polynomial-time decider for GA, can we find the 

length of the shortest common superstring in P?

Yes.  Try all possible m values from 1, 2, …, Σ|ri|.

Finding the Genome

If we had a polynomial-time decider for GA, can we find the 

most likely genome in P?

Yes: but this is trickier.



Is GA in NP?

Yes.  The string x is a polynomial-verifiable 

certificate: 

- check it includes each substring

- check its length is m

Is GA in NP-Complete?

NP-Complete

A language B is in NP-complete if:

2. There is a polynomial-

time reduction from every 

problem A ∈ NP to B.
1. B ∈ NP

B

NP

B

NP

���� ?

To Prove NP-Hardness

• Pick some known NP-Complete 

problem X.

• Show that a polynomial-time solver for 

Y could be used to build a polynomial-

time solver for X.

• This proves that there is no polynomial-

time solver for Y (unless P = NP).

Possible Choices…

HAMPATH

A

B

C

D

E

3SAT

(a ∨ b ∨ c) ∧ (¬a ∨ b ∨ ¬c) …

SUBSET-SUM

{<{3, 5, 12, 13, 17}, 30}

By definition, all must work.  Every NP-Complete problem 

can be reduced to every NP-Complete problem.

In practice, some will work much more easily than others.  

Try to pick a problem “close” to the target problem.

Reducing HAMPATH to GA

• Take an arbitrary input to HAMPATH:

HAMPATH = { <G, s, t> | G represents a graph, and 

there is a path between s and t in G that includes 

every node in G exactly once }

• Construct a corresponding input to GA such 

that the input is in GA if and only if the 

original input is in HAMPATH.

So, we need to map the nodes and edges of G

into the substrings input to GA.



MGA
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If we can use MGA, a polynomial-time decider for GA to build a polynomial-

time decider for HAMPATH (known NP-Hard), this proves that GA is at least 

as “hard” as HAMPATH.

Show that if GA is in P, so is HAMPATH.

Consider Each Node

Incoming Edges

(x, a)

a
Outgoing Edges

(a, y)

In a Hamiltonian path, for each node (except 

start and end), exactly one incoming edge, 

and one outgoing edge must be used.

Consider Each Node

Incoming Edges

(x, a)

a

Outgoing Edges

(a, y)

We need GA substrings to represent each edge, but

such that only 1 can be actually followed.  But, the GA 

superstring needs to include all substrings.

Idea: make it so the untaken edges can loop back!

Simple Nodes

If there is only one edge (a, b) out of a given node, that

edge must be used in the path.  Add the substring: ab

a

b

Generating the Substrings

For each edge (a, yi) add two substrings:

ayia This is the “back” edge.

yiayi+1 This connects the possible destinations.

a

b

c

aba aca

bac cab
Possible (length 4) alignments:

aba aca

bac cab

If there is a Hamiltonian path, 

one of these must be used.

Start and End

A

C

D

E

<G, A, E>

The start node must come first:

Add string: @A (where @ is unused elsewhere)

Add string: E$ (where $ is unused elsewhere)

B



What is m?

A

C

D

E

<G, A, D>

{ @A, ABA, BAC, ACA, CAB, 

BE, ED, DA, CBC, CDC, BCD, 

DBC, D$ }

B
@A

ACA

CAB

ABA

BAC  

CBC

BCD

CDC

DCB

BE

ED

D$
m = Start and end = 2

+ one-edge nodes * 1

+ multi-edge nodes *

(2 for each edge + 2 for align)

Human Genome

• 3 Billion base pairs

• 600-700 bases per read

• ~8X coverage required

• So, n ≈ 37 Million sequence fragments

• Celera used 27.2 Million reads (but could get 

more than 700 bases per read)

How can we solve an NP-Complete problem for such large n?

Approaches

• Human Genome Project (Collins)

– Start by producing a genome map (using biology, 

chemistry, etc) to have a framework for knowing 

where the fragments should go

• Celera Solution (Venter)

– Approximate: we can’t guarantee finding the 

shortest possible, but we can develop clever 

algorithms that get close most of the time

Result

President Clinton announces Human Genome Sequence

essentially complete (with Venter and Collins), June 26, 2000

But, Human Genome Project mostly adopted Venter’s approach.

Cost of Sequencing

1990: Human Genome 

Project starts, estimate 

$3B to sequence one 

genome ($0.50/base)

2000: Human Genome 

Project  declared 

success, cost ~$300M

Sequencing by Hybridization

DNA Microarray

Simultaneously obtain all 

sequences of length l

Construct a graph

Find a Euler path (follow 

each edge once) in the graph

(in O(n))



Sequencing by Hybridization

Results for l=3: {ATG, TGG, TGC, GTG, GGC, GCA, GCG, CGT}

ATG

AT TG

Example based on Saad Mneimneh’s notes

For each read, construct 

nodes labeled with the first two 

and last two bases, and an edge 

connecting them

TGG

TG GG

Merge nodes with the same 

label.

Sequencing by Hybridization

Results for l=3: {ATG, TGG, TGC, GTG, GGC, GCA, GCG, CGT}

AT TG

Example based on Saad Mneimneh’s notes

GG

GT

GC

CA

CG

Sequencing by Hybridization

Find a Euler Cycle: a cycle that traverses each edge exactly once

AT TG

Example based on Saad Mneimneh’s notes

GG

GT

GC

CA

CG

Euler Cycle

Leonhard Euler (1707 – 1783) 

Is EULER-CYCLE in NP?

Note: different from HAMILTONIAN CYCLE where the

path must visit each node exactly once.

Yes. The path is a certificate that can be verified in polynomial-time.

Is EULER-CYCLE in NP-Hard?

Not unless P = NP. 

Euler: a graph G has a Euler cycle if and only if:

G is connected

The degree of all vertices in G is even. 



Sequencing by Hybridization

Find a Euler Cycle: a cycle that traverses each edge exactly once

AT TG

Example based on Saad Mneimneh’s notes

GG

GT

GC

CA

CG

This graph must have one, 

because of the way it was 

constructed.  It can be 

found in time O(n).

Any interesting (i.e., NP-Hard) 

biology problems left?

Phylogeny

Protein Folding

Cell Signaling

Cost of Sequencing

1990: Human Genome 

Project starts, estimate 

$3B to sequence one 

genome ($0.50/base)

2000: Human Genome 

Project  declared 

success, cost ~$300M

Human Genome Sequencing Using Unchained Base Reads on Self-Assembling DNA Nanoarrays.  Radoje

Drmanac, Andrew B. Sparks, Matthew J. Callow, Aaron L. Halpern, Norman L. Burns, Bahram G. Kermani, Paolo 

Carnevali, Igor Nazarenko, Geoffrey B. Nilsen, George Yeung, Fredrik Dahl, Andres Fernandez, Bryan Staker, 

Krishna P. Pant, Jonathan Baccash, Adam P. Borcherding, Anushka Brownley, Ryan Cedeno, Linsu Chen, Dan 

Chernikoff, Alex Cheung, Razvan Chirita, Benjamin Curson, Jessica C. Ebert, Coleen R. Hacker, Robert Hartlage, 

Brian Hauser, Steve Huang, Yuan Jiang, Vitali Karpinchyk, Mark Koenig, Calvin Kong, Tom Landers, Catherine Le, 

Jia Liu, Celeste E. McBride, Matt Morenzoni, Robert E. Morey, Karl Mutch, Helena Perazich, Kimberly Perry, Brock 

A. Peters, Joe Peterson, Charit L. Pethiyagoda, Kaliprasad Pothuraju, Claudia Richter, Abraham M. Rosenbaum, 

Shaunak Roy, Jay Shafto, Uladzislau Sharanhovich, Karen W. Shannon, Conrad G. Sheppy, Michel Sun, Joseph V. 

Thakuria, Anne Tran, Dylan Vu, Alexander Wait Zaranek, Xiaodi Wu, Snezana Drmanac, Arnold R. Oliphant, 

William C. Banyai, Bruce Martin, Dennis G. Ballinger, George M. Church, Clifford A. Reid. Science, January 2010.

Cost of Synthesizing

1990: Human Genome 

Project starts, estimate 

$3B to sequence one 

genome ($0.50/base)

2000: Human Genome 

Project  declared 

success, cost ~$300M

June 2010: Complete 

Genomics will start 

offering full-genome 

sequencing for $5000 

($0.00000083/base)

Charge

NP-Complete problems are everywhere!            

Route planning, scheduling courses, matching 

medical students, register allocation, 

pancakes, sudoko, protein folding, soap 

bubbles, March madness, ...

Thursday: Computing with Photons


